Countries across the globe are striving to reach accepted international standards in care, which may require upgrades to the preparation of certain health care providers. For physical therapists, the accepted entry-level international standard is a Bachelors’ Degree according to the World Confederation of Physical Therapists (WCPT). But what does that mean for diploma-prepared physiotherapists already working in their field? That was the challenge that Enock Chisati, PhD Fellow of the Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA) and Head of the Physiotherapy Programme at the University of Malawi, faced in early 2018. Now, 2+ years later, a transitional curriculum (tBSc) has been developed to meet the needs of working physiotherapists feeling the personal and professional pressure to upgrade their background. The curriculum has been merged with that of the College of Medicine’s BSc Curriculum. Formal approval was received this fall.

How was such a process navigated so “quickly”? It started in January 2018, when the Administrator of the Kachere Rehabilitation Centre sent a formal request to the College of Malawi to develop a transitional physiotherapy curriculum. The purpose was to upgrade the background of 13 working physiotherapists with diploma-level preparation, filling in gaps in knowledge and providing evidence-based resources for their working toolkit. Upgrading their skills was imperative for both professional and personal reasons, particularly since the “diploma” therapists were supervising BSc physiotherapy students in the clinical setting.

continue on page 6
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LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”

— Helen Keller

Dear Friends,

This quote of Helen Keller’s really resonates with me as, together, the world tries to tackle COVID-19. No one is immune to it and there is no country that has not been affected. Yet, by working together to practice safe behaviors and search for appropriate therapeutics and a safe vaccine, we will get through this difficult time.

Our cover article highlights a wonderful example of two colleagues working together across boundaries, an ocean, and many time zones to improve physical therapy in Malawi. Together they developed a curriculum to provide diploma certified physiotherapists in Malawi with the skills and knowledge to “bridge” to a bachelor’s degree, giving those therapists more options for personal and professional advancement, and improving the physical therapy profession in Malawi. The commitment of Enock Chisati and Leslie Glickman in tackling this challenge shows how much can be accomplished through e-volunteer efforts, particularly with an end-goal clearly defined.

The centerfold in this issue highlights some of the work that was done with our projects in 2019 – I hope you will take a few minutes to learn more about 2019 by viewing our first totally digital annual report at: https://tinyurl.com/y36ol5h4. This year – perhaps the most challenging one I have ever faced as executive director of HVO - we are continuing our education and training at our project sites, where possible, through e-volunteer assignments. Such assignments include developing curricula, mentoring faculty, improving skills, and developing protocols, all of which will aid in strengthening the capacity of our partner institutions.

Your support is greatly needed and appreciated. Please make a year-end contribution if you are able. The work continues with your support.

Please stay safe, and be well,

Nancy

Nancy A. Kelly, MHS
Executive Director
HVO's in-person volunteer assignments are currently suspended due to the pandemic. We continue to partner with 77 institutions across the globe and some of them are welcoming e-volunteer assignments. Please check with our volunteer placement coordinators to see if there is an opportunity for you to share your skills and knowledge. The learning continues, just at a distance!

For information on HVO's project sites, please check our website: www.hvousa.org

"The training that HVO volunteers provide improves the skills and knowledge of health care professionals in more than 20 countries. HVO and its volunteers are paying it forward and making a difference in people's lives."

—Stephanie Murphy, MPA, CPA, HVO board member
IN MEMORIAM

Remembering Elizabeth Hillman, OC, MD, LLD, FAAP, FRCP

HVO is saddened by the loss of Dr. Elizabeth Hillman, a pediatrician who dedicated her life to improving the lives of children. She recognized the importance of education and commented, “There is always more to be done and never enough time to do it all – which is why we must teach others.” She ensured that teaching was always a part of her work, and mentored several generations of young physicians. In 1981, she became the first female president of the Medical Council of Canada. In 1994, she and her pediatrician husband, Don, were appointed Officers of the Order of Canada, as recognition of the global service they had provided to improve children’s health. Dedicated physicians, they were also known for their generosity, hospitality, and love of life.

Dr. Hillman became an HVO member in 1993 and volunteered in St. Lucia and on numerous occasions in Uganda. She served on the Pediatric Steering Committee for a total of nine years, sharing her knowledge and wisdom from years of working abroad.

Following the death of her husband, she established the Hillman Medical Education Fund, which supports health education and develops future leaders in medicine, particularly in East Africa.

The work she did leaves a legacy of healthier children and many physicians committed to improving global health care. Her commitment to education continues.

The Passing of Thomas Littlefield, DDS

It is with sadness that HVO reports the passing of Thomas Wentworth Littlefield, of Michigan and, later, Florida. Dr. Littlefield was the first periodontist to practice in Northern Michigan, where he worked for many years. He volunteered on the Michigan Periodontal state examination board and served as the specialty State Peer Review Chairman.

Having studied at a Jesuit high school, Dr. Littlefield was a life-long learner, who lived his values. He relished life, and enjoyed traveling and sharing his love of sports and music with family and friends.

Dr. Littlefield joined HVO in 1999 and became a committed volunteer to St. Lucia, serving five weeks each year over the course of eleven years to provide oral health care training.

HVO extends condolences to his family and many friends, and remembers a life well-lived.
Serving Abroad During the Pandemic

Guest contributor Trenton Harper, a nationally registered paramedic, shared his experience with an HVO staff member. This is an excerpt of the piece, which appears in full on the HVO website.

On the 14th of January, I arrived in Bhutan through HVO, as a Rita Feinberg Fellowship recipient. Shortly after my arrival, I began my assignment collaborating with the Khesar Gyalpo University of Medical Sciences of Bhutan (KGUMSB) and Jigme Dorji Wangchuck National Referral Hospital (JDWNRH) in Thimphu, on the country’s new Emergency Medical Responder (EMR) training program. The 3-year program would be graduating its first class of advanced life support level pre-hospital providers in June. The EMR scope of practice is relatively equivalent to a paramedic, although more limited in some regards while more advanced in others. The primary goal for my position was to provide field training and preceptorship to students completing the last semester of their second and third years. The hope was that I would help translate the training they had received from their emergency medicine physician and nurse instructors as well as their in-hospital clinical experiences to the out-of-hospital environment. The third-year students were scheduled to graduate in June before being placed at regional hospitals throughout Bhutan.

You had recently arrived in Bhutan when the pandemic began appearing in the US. What sort of response to COVID-19 did you see in Bhutan?

By the time the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic on March 11th, Bhutan had imposed restrictions that included the entry of foreign citizens and the cancellation of classes in Thimphu; the students I was there to serve were sent home indefinitely. Many businesses closed as social distancing, wearing of face coverings, and hand washing were emphasized and acted on, although adherence waxed and waned over the coming months. I transitioned to working shifts in the Emergency Department, going on the now rare request for ambulance transport (with a new level of PPE), and deepening my friendships with my Bhutanese colleagues and the other remaining HVO volunteers. I witnessed the relatively small capital city transform from its bustling baseline to a much quieter, distanced version of itself. For the first time I walked to work without the need to step aside for others on the sidewalk; the cultural norm of unaggressive bumps as you walk past on the typically busy sidewalks was gone; providing a wide girth was the new norm (especially for an obvious westerner such as myself). The number of patients in the ED dropped drastically as staff worked to implement the many new changes to everyday operations. Separate clinical spaces were established adjacent to the main hospital: a mobile “flu clinic” through which many patients requiring COVID-19 screening were funneled, separate units for suspected and positive cases, and housing for the COVID care teams as they rotated through service.

continued on page 11
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The request for training had reached Enock Chisati; however, he had no immediate resources. A chance meeting with Leslie Glickman, PT, PhD, an HVO member working in Malawi on a Fulbright Project, created an unexpected opportunity. Dr. Glickman was interested in learning more about formal physiotherapy education in Malawi, having worked with the physiotherapist staff and faculty in Malawi for over 4 years. She was an educational consultant who just by chance had experience with the development and implementation of a transitional and post-professional program at the University of Maryland from 2001 to 2013. As an HVO member, she had provided educational and programmatic consultation to the physiotherapy program faculty in Suriname in 2010. While other HVO volunteers had previously provided consultation clinical and educational services to the Physiotherapy Programme in Malawi, the new request required specific expertise that had not been available from prior volunteers.

After securing approval from HVO’s Physical Therapy Steering Committee, Dr. Glickman and Mr. Chisati began moving forward with the process to develop a new curriculum. The steps included determining what was needed, already available, and feasible. They created and distributed an “interest survey” to potential students to determine their interest in the program. The courses in the diploma and Bachelors’ programs were compared and analyzed to determine where there were gaps in course content, required hours of study, and objectives. A tentative list of courses for the new program was developed, with the identification of 14 courses, learning objectives, topics, and outcomes, spread over 2 years. The process included assessing the College's computer lab, library, learning management system, and other educational resources needed to support the program, all of which were adequate. Dr. Glickman & Mr. Chisati hoped to find similar programs that might have been developed in the College of Medicine and University of Malawi to gather ideas or lessons learned, but none were found.

Once the initial preparation was completed, a new curricular proposal was developed. The programme as it exists now meets the needs of working professionals, is delivered on a part-time basis, AND available almost entirely remotely via the Internet. In view of the pandemic, there may be a need for further modifications to some curricular details involving in-person experiences. This will need to be revisited following the approval process in concert with
specific health requirements for educational programmes in Malawi at the time.

During the early process, prospective students were interviewed to gather qualitative and quantitative input, and to assess their informal enthusiasm for the curriculum. Input from the faculty was gathered for their reactions to the plan and the draft program. The Administrator of the Kachere Rehabilitation Centre was kept apprised of the process, with an opportunity for input. Details were fine-tuned as potential faculty were identified for each course, including the need for HVO or other US-based professionals to fill in gaps. A recommendation from the College and University administrators resulted in merging the new programme with the existing Bachelors’ programme, which also simplified the approval process. The merged curriculum was approved by the University of Malawi’s Academic Programmes and Curriculum Committee and submitted to the University’s Senate. They recommended minor amendments, then resubmission. Formal approval has now been received, and the curricula are awaiting the Vice Chancellor’s endorsement. Roll-out of the full program is anticipated when classes re-open.

With the goal in sight, there are still a few steps that will need to be completed. As soon as final approvals are received, the faculty for the first year of courses will be confirmed. Curricular expectations will be reviewed with them and, if any gaps remain, an alternative plan will be developed to address those needs. The details of all program support (computer lab, library, etc.) will be confirmed with the appropriate contacts so they are clear on the needs for the new program. Communications will be sent to the students for any required actions on their part (registration, orientation). Meetings with the students will also take place remotely, as needed.

During the curricular approval process, Dr. Glickman and Mr. Chisati collaborated with Fanuel Bicton, one of the recent BSc graduates, on the development of a case report of the project. This report was just published in a new Malawi text this summer. With significant detail, the case report outlines the steps and process used to develop this unique curriculum. Both Mr. Chisati and Dr. Glickman felt the experience of working collaboratively online was fruitful; however, working at a distance did pose challenges in time-zone differences

continued on page 10
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BUILD - INVEST - ADVANCE - TRANSFORM

3,200+
health professionals trained and mentored

16
scholarships awarded to health professionals at partner institutions

From the HVO community:
25+
 presentations
14
 publications

Local project coordinators saw improvements in:
85%
patient outcomes
89%
staff clinical skills

“Our staff members are more skilled and confident now. We have started a new procedure for cleft lip and palate care, which has helped us get recognition in Nepal.”
—Dashrath Kafle, MD, Kathmandu University School of Medicine, Nepal

Dr. Matthew Best (center) with orthopaedic colleagues in Ghana.

Dr. Bruce Anderson (L) shares oral health care tips in Laos.

Health Volunteers Overseas
Transforming Lives Through Education

Read more about our work: https://tinyurl.com/y36ol5h4
Support HVO’s Dedicated Health Volunteers and Global Partners

Our work depends on the generosity and commitment of members, donors, and sponsors. In our new annual report, we share a few stories about how your contribution helps build capacity, invest in health professionals, advance global health, and transform lives.

We are grateful for your support.

Dr. David Beaton Lovejoy Jr., an orthopaedic surgeon, wanted to make an impact beyond his community. To celebrate his life, his family established a memorial fund for orthopaedic residents to get experience at HVO sites. So far, 19 have received fellowships.

Ways to Support HVO’s Work

Give online: www.hvousa.org/donate

Ambassador-at-Large: Make your gift a recurring one!

The HVO Legacy Circle: Include HVO as a beneficiary in your estate planning.

IRA Distribution: If you are 70 1/2 or older, you can make a “qualified charitable distribution” from your IRA to HVO and avoid taxes on transfers of up to $100,000.

Gifts of Securities: You may avoid capital gains tax on securities held long-term and provide a tax deduction equal to the fair market value at the date of transfer.

Donor Advised Funds: Donor advised funds are an increasingly popular way to support HVO with funds you have already set aside for charitable purposes.

Read more about our work: https://tinyurl.com/y36ol5h4

After a career caring for newborns and teaching, Dr. Winston Koo wanted to share his skills in resource-challenged countries. He was drawn to HVO’s emphasis on education and training. After four assignments, Dr. Koo says he has learned as much as he taught.

HVO’s nurse anesthesia project in Cambodia began in 2004 to improve care delivery. Today, a dedicated team of anesthesia providers delivers expert care and also teaches others in Cambodia and Laos.
Advancing the Physiotherapy Profession...

and connectivity. They found WhatsApp was the best platform to communicate with meetings scheduled in the first half of the day in the US. International collaborations, particularly those related to education, require patience, persistence, dedication, and a real commitment to producing legitimate outcomes. Challenges clearly create opportunities, as evidenced in this story. For now, the two educators are eager to see their hard work come to fruition. They are excited to see a realistic vehicle for the diploma-trained physiotherapists to move ahead in their careers and advance the physical therapy profession in Malawi. The constraints of COVID-19 will reinforce the value of the platform for this program...This good-news story will continue thanks to HVO volunteers.

New Books


The book is available to preorder now: https://novapublishers.com/shop/malawi-its-history-culture-environment-education-and-healthcare/

Many people face the difficult situation of caring for family members with a serious illness, while trying to maintain their career and family life. The role is never easy, but the support of others can make a difference.

HVO volunteer Deborah Boyle, RN, MSN, AOCNS, FAAN, is an oncology nurse who has also been a caregiver in her personal life. Her new book, *The Caregiver’s Companion*, provides a path to moving forward through this difficult circumstance. (https://www.ons.org/books/caregivers-companion)
As was the case for health care providers around the world, the learning curve was steep... from the complexities of critical care practices to the relatively simple donning and doffing of PPE, I watched as all level of staff rose to the occasion.

What initialy felt like being dunked into a bizarre new version of home has normalized, with me accepting that we will most likely continue to see ongoing cases for a long time to come.

Have you been in touch with your colleagues and students in Bhutan? What are they reporting?

Thankfully, I was able to help the third-year students finish their final semester and exams before I departed at the end of June. They have since received their assignments and are now working throughout Bhutan. I have remained in touch through social media; I get the occasional question or story regarding a patient contact. Since I departed, the country has experienced an apparent case of community transmission along the border. This resulted in a national lockdown much stricter than anything previously enacted. Health care providers were required to travel directly to and from work and, otherwise, to remain at home. But, everyone made it through.

As always, we recommend consulting your tax advisor for details.

2020 Tax Changes Affecting Charitable Donations

Several legislative changes may make it easier for donors to take advantage of tax savings in 2020.

**New deduction:** Donors can now deduct up to $300 ($600/married couple) in charitable giving without itemizing (for those who take the standard deduction). This is an “above the line” adjustment that will reduce the donor’s adjusted gross income.

**Higher limits:** Individuals can now deduct charitable gifts up to 100% of their adjusted gross income (the previous limit was 60%). Corporations can now deduct up to 25% of their taxable income (up from 10%).

**Required minimum distributions waived:** Although RMDs from IRAs have been suspended until 2021, donors over the age of 70 ½ can still make qualified charitable distributions of up to $100,000 directly from their IRAs. This remains an efficient and tax-friendly way to donate to nonprofit organizations in 2020.

As always, we recommend consulting your tax advisor for details.
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...to the following donors for their generous financial support:

Kay Ahern, PT, CHT
Jaimo Ahn, MD, PhD
Oludade Ajayi, MD
Kathrin Allen, MD
Dheera Ananthakrishnan, MD
Nancy Anderson, RN, MSN
Anonymous (6)
Carlos Julio Aponte, MD
Stephanie Atkinson, MD
Jennifer Audette, PhD, PT
Paul Axtell, MD
Patricia Bachiller, MD
Asha and Dinesh Bajaj
Glen Barden, MD
Ted & Melza Barr
Barbara Bates-Jensen, PhD, RN
Judy Baum, PT, MSHA
Daniel Baxter, MD
Rob & Leslie Beatty
Michael Bedient
Claire Beekman, PT
Melinda Bell
James Bennett, MD
Pamela Benson
Cary Bjork, MD
Zoe Blacksin, MD
Charles Blitzer, MD
Robert Blotter, MD
Sherrie Borden, MHS, PA
Yves Boudreau, MD
Todd Bourgeois, DPT
Dr. Mark & Mrs. Karen Brazinski
Catherine Brooks-Fava, CRNA
Dani Brown, RN, MS
P. Peter Buckley, MBBS, FRCA
Leonard Buller, MD
Miguel and Rosa Cabanela
Joseph J. Calandra, MD
Bruce Camitta, MD
Caroline Camunas, EdD, EdM, RN
Patricia Cavalieri
Julia Chevan, PT, PhD, MPH, OCS
Radhika Chigurupati, BDS, DMD
Nikolay Clark
Francois Colin, MBChB
Scott Cook-Sather, MD
Charles Cornell, MD
Jay & Nancy Cox
Richard Cronin, MD
Christina Cumberton
Nicholas Cunningham, MD, DrPH
Peter Curran, MD
Gregory Czarnecki, DDS
Kathryn Dale, PT, OCS, SCs
Robert Derkash, MD
Janet Dewan, MS, CRNA, PhD
Judith Doctor
Carin Dohman
Lena Dohman-Gerhart, MD, MPH
Katherine Douglass
Elizabeth Downes, DNP, MPH, MSN, RN-C, FNP
Daniel Downey, MD
John Drake, MD
Mary Dudley, CRNA, MS
Kathryn Duevel, MD, MHCDS
Jane Easdown, MD
Denise English, PT
Michael Errico, MD
Marybeth Ezaki, MD
Audrey Ezeh, CRNA, MSN
Alison Feinberg
Lisa Feintech, MD
Richard Fisher, MD
John Fisk, MD
Harold Forney, MD
Germaine Fritz, DO
David Frost, DDS, MS
Alan Fuller, MD
Annette Galassi, RN, MA, OCN
Richard Garner, MD
Nancy Gell, PT, MPH, PhD
James & Cherie Gerry
David Gibbs
Michael Gilson, MD
L. Michael Glode, MD
Sharon Gorman, PT, DPTSc, MS, GCS
Fred & Stasia Greenewalt
David Griffin, MD
R. Michael Gross, MD
Nita Grover, MD, MPH
Scott Grover, DO, CWSP
Harold Hall, PhD, APN
Brian Harrington, MD
Susan Harris, MD
Arthur Hazlewood, DDS, MPH
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Andrea Heninger, CRNA
Richard Henker, PhD, RN, CRNA
Eileen & William Herrnikus
Paul Henry, PhD
Lawrence Herman, DMD, MD
Lolita Hicks
John Hollinshead, PT, OCS
William Horton, MD
Carrie Horwitch, MPH, DTM&H, MD
Cynthia Howard, MD, MPHTM
M. Patricia Howson, MD
Margo Hudson, MD
Barbara Huston
Jeffrey Jacobs, MIM
Geraldine Jacobson, MD, MPH, MBA
Andrew James
Linda & John James
Julia Jenkins, DO, FAAFP, MMM
Eric Johns, DPT, PT
Pongkiat Kankirawatana, MD
Katy Henry Fund at Schwab Charitable
Elizabeth Kay, PT, PhD
Jonathan Keeve, MD
Julie Keller, MD
John Kelly, DMD, MD
Nancy Kelly & Michael Hagan
Cheryl Kerfeld, PT, PhD
Shakila Khan, MD
Hung Khong, MD
Todd Kim, MD
Cindy Kirby, PT
Guenter Knoblich, MD
Mark Koh, MBBS, MRCP(UK)
Jon Kolkin, MD
Roy Korn, MD, MPH
Marc Kornmesser, MD
Heidi Kosakowski, PT, DPT
Elizabeth & Subram Gopal Krishnan
John Lancaster
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William Laney, MD
Christopher Lang, MD
Dean
Laochamroonvorapongse, MD, MPH
Patricia Larsen, PT, CWS, OMS
The LaSalle Family Foundation
Daniel Lee, MD, PhD
Dr. & Mrs. James Keffer
Lawrence Lefkowitz, MD
Dr. & Mrs. James Lehner
Isador Lieberman, MD, MBA, FRCS
Mark Litzow, MD
Gary Loyd, MD, MMM
Lorna Luketin, PT
Paula Lynch
Robert MacIntosh, DDS
Mailly Family Foundation
Pavam Majedi, MBBS
Robert W. Malloy Jr., DMD
Mark Martineau, MSN, CRNA
Patricia McAdoo, PT
Anne McCormack, MD
Carol McFarland, PT, PhD, OCS
Elizabeth McKinney
Geselle McKnight, CRNA, MSN
Katie McMullen
Carl Meier, MD
Ahou Meydani, MD
George Meyer, MD
Elizabeth Meyerdierks, MD
Ellen-Marie Milan, RNC-NIC
Eileen Miller, CRNA
Jason Mitchell, MD
Vol & Jan Moody
Donna Moro-Sutherland, MD
Roslyn Muller, DPT
Stephanie Murphy, MPA, CPA
William Murrell, MD
Robin Naden-Semba, CRNA, RN, MPH
Kate Nellans, MD, MPH
Karn Nielsen
Janet Nordstrom, PT
Enrico Novelli, MD
Mary Oba
John Ogle, MD
R. Scott Oliver, MD
Karl Ordelheide, MD
Paul Padyk, MD
George Pantely, MD
Celia Pechak, PT, PhD, MPH
Kathy and Jim Pettrey
Maureen Phipps, MPH, MD
April Pinner
Ming Jack Po, MD, PhD
Robin Potthoff, CRNA
James Pribyla, MD, MS
Fredric Price, MD
Thomas & Mitra Rado
Rey Ramirez, MD
Carlos Ramos, MD
Monthakan Ratnarathorn, MD
Elizabeth Regan, MD, PhD
Mark Reis, MD
Edward Requenez, MD
Michele Ribeiro, MS, EdD
David Robie, MD
Selma Rosenfield Josell, MD
S. Robert Rozbruch, MD
Travis Rudd, DDS
Kevin Rumball, MD
Andrew Ruoff, MD
Coleen Sabatini, MD, MPH
Alice Salzman, PT, EdD
Ravindra Sarode, MBBS, MD
Gary Seiden, DDS
Victoria Seligman, MD
Atul Shah, MD
Mark Siemon, PhD, RN
Rita Silen, CRNA
Divya Singh, MD
Carla Smith, MD, PhD
Robert Stein, MD
William Stetson, MD
Steven Stoddard, MD
Mordechai Tarlow, MD
James Tielsch, PhD
Anne Tierney, DNP, CRNA, MSN
Charles Toner, MD
Dean Trackman
Peter Trafton, MD
Paula Dunn Tropello, MSN, EdD
Angeline Trujillo, MD
Stefanie Ueda, MD
Michele Upvall, PhD, RN, CNE
Joshua Urvater, MD
Connie Vance, RN, MSN, EdD
William Van Cleve, MD, MPH
Yvonne Vaucher, MD, MPH
Olivier Veilleux, MD
Timothy Wandell, DDS
Selden Wasson, PT
James West, MD
Lorraine White, CRNA
David Wiebe, MD
Eric Wiebke, MD, MBA
Judith Wiley, DNP, CRNA
Kaye Wilkins, MD
Stephen Williamson, MD
Duncan Wilson
Magnus Wilson, DDS
Sherron Wilson, RN
Richard Wise, MD
Felasia Wodajo, MD
Marcella Woiczik, MD
Larry Wolfe
Susan Wood, MSN, PNP-BC, MPH, IBCLC
Kathleen Wren, CRNA, PhD
Hansjörg Wyss
Kenneth Zehnder, MD
Robert & Maureen Zutz
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TRIBUTE & MEMORIAL GIFTS

TRIBUTE GIFTS
In honor of all those on the frontlines of the COVID-19 fight
Richard Garner, MD
In honor of Linus Chuang, MD
Fredric Price, MD
In honor of Dr. Charles Failmezger
Duncan Wilson
In honor of Josh Feinberg
Sara Pfeifer
In honor of Beatrice Fitch
Rob & Leslie Beatty
In honor of Bob Hoffman
Leonard Buller, MD
In honor of Linda James
Andrew James
In honor of Evan Koch, CRNA
Janet Dewan, MS, CRNA, PhD
In honor of Chris & Jennie McConnachie
William Laney, MD
In honor of Roman Natoli
Elizabeth McKinney

IN MEMORY
In memory of Helen K. Bjork
Cary Bjork, MD
In memory of Alma P. Deal
Vol & Jan Moody
In memory of Barbara Edwards
American Dental Association
Gregory Czarnecki, DDS
Nora Daly
Denise English, PT
Kate Fincham
Richard Henker, PhD, RN, CRNA
Cynthia Howard, MD, MPH
Linda James
Nancy Kelly, MHS
Isador Lieberman, MD, MBA, FRCS and members of the Uganda Spine Surgery Mission
Ellen-Marie Milan, RNC-NIC
Stephanie Murphy, MPA, CPA
Celia Pechak, PT, PhD, MPH
Ladysia Sturgis
Dean Trackman
Maria Trujillo
In memory of Rita Feinberg
Alison Feinberg
In memory of William Lehman Sr., MD
William Lehman, MD
In memory of Danielle McMullen
Melinda Bell
In memory of Kory Turpin
Stephanie Atkinson, MD
In memory of Steve Walserstein, MD
George Meyer, MD
In memory of KimKang Yang and EioKim Kou
Pongkiat Kankirawatana, MD
In memory of Harry M. Zutz, MD
Judith Doctor
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Membership & Donation Form

HVO has two categories of supporters – donors & members. Members are health care professionals who may volunteer. Donors come from all walks of life, sharing a commitment to improve global health through education. All donations and membership dues to HVO are tax-deductible.

Personal Information (please print):
Name/Degree: _________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________________ State: ______________ Zip: ______________
Country: ___________________________ Specialty (if applicable): _________________________
Tele: ______________________________ E-Mail: _____________________________________

Contribution Options (check all that apply):

☐ Physicians & Dentists ($150)
☐ Nurses & Allied Health Professionals ($70)
☐ Those-in-Training ($40)

☐ President’s Circle ($5,000)  ☐ Dean’s Circle ($500)

☐ Chancellor’s Circle ($1,000)  ☐ Professor’s Circle ($250)
☐ Other: $___________

MAKE A RECURRING GIFT:

☐ Monthly  ☐ Semi-annually
☐ Quarterly  ☐ Annually

I will begin my payments of $______________ (amount) on: ______________________ (start date)
via a recurring payment to be deducted from the account I’ve indicated below.*

Method of Payment (check one):

☐ Check (for recurring payment, please enclose a voided check)
☐ VISA  ☐ MasterCard  ☐ Discover  ☐ American Express

Card # __________________________ CVV ____________ Exp Date ____________
(Note: Address above should be associated with this card)

Signature (required):

* A record of each donation will appear on your bank or credit card statement. You can increase, decrease, or suspend your pledge at any time by contacting HVO by phone or mail. All donations provided to HVO originating as ACH transactions comply with U.S. law.

Please return this form to:

Health Volunteers Overseas
1900 L Street, NW Suite 310 • Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-0928 • Fax: (202) 296-8018 • www.hvousa.org
Health Volunteers Overseas is dedicated to improving the availability and quality of health care through the education, training and professional development of the health workforce in resource-scarce countries. HVO designs and implements clinical training and education programs in child health, primary care, trauma and rehabilitation, essential surgical care, oral health, blood disorders and cancer, infectious disease, wound management, and nursing education.

*The Volunteer Connection*, HVO’s biannual newsletter, is available by mail or electronically for those who prefer. Subscriptions are free to HVO members and donors. Previous issues are available on the HVO website under “HVO News.” The newsletter is produced by the communications staff at HVO.

**HEALTH VOLUNTEERS OVERSEAS STAFF**

**WASHINGTON, DC**

**Executive Director**
Nancy Kelly, MHS

**Director of Finance**
Laura Tyson

**Senior Associate**
Linda James

**Director of Program Design & Evaluation**
April Pinner, MSPH, RD

**Project Support Manager**
Andrea Moody, MA

**Volunteer Placement Coordinator**
Lauren Franklin

**Project Manager**
Luc Polglaze

**Operations Coordinator**
James Whitehead

**Document Management Specialist**
Dean Trackman

**Administrative Assistant**
Lily Troup

**UGANDA**

**Volunteer Coordinator**
Stella Nyange
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